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Associative Detachment: H+H- ~ H&*+ef
JOSEPH C. Y. CHEN AND JERRY L PEACHER*

Department of Physics and' Institute for Pure and Applied Physical Sciences,
Unioersity of California, San Diego, La Jolla, California

(Received 1 November 1967)

The process of associative detachment in the (H,H ) collision system is investigated at energies below
12 eV. In this energy region, the interaction potential between H and H has recently been deter-
mined. The energy dependence of the cross section is calculated with explicit allowance for the production
of "hot" hydrogen molecules. It is observed that associative detachment provides a possible mechanism for
generating an inverted population of the residual molecule such as H2.

I. INTRODUCTION

&~IJRING the collision encounter between an. atom
A and an ion S, electron detachment may occur,

leading to the processes of collisional detachment

A+8 —+ A+8+e,
and associative detachment

A+8 ~AB*+e, (1.2)

where the asterisk indicates that AS may' be internally
excited. The detachment potential of 8 (or the nega-
tive of the electron affinity of 8) gives rise to a threshold
for the collisional-detachment process. Since the de-
tachment potential of most systems of interest such
as H, 0, and Os is usually large (from a few electron
volts down to a few tenths) in comparison with the
mean kinetic energy of the ionized gases at moderate
temperatures, this process is therefore not expected to
be very important in ionized gases at temperatures, say,
less than a few thousand degrees Kelvin. On the other
hand, the energy released in forming bound states of
the AS* molecule in the associative detachment is
sufhcient to overtake the detachment potential, Asso-
ciative-detachment processes are therefore exothermic.
Consequently, the latter process [Eq. (1.2)] may be of
importance in ionized gases at temperatures down to a
few hundred degrees or less since at such low tempera-
tures associative detachment provides the only mecha-
nism for electron detachment from negative ions by
collisions without the participation of metastable species
or photons.

It was suggested by Dalgarno' that associative de-
tachment of electrons from hydrogen ions by collision
with atomic hydrogen

H+H —+ Hs*+e (1.3)

may constitute, in comparison with photodetachment,
an efficient mechanism for the electron detachment of
H ions in the solar photosphere. The rate coeS.cient

/This research was supported by the Advanced Research
Projects Agency (Project DEFENDER) and was monitored by
the U. S. Army Research Ofhce (Durham) under Contract
No. DA-31-124-ARO-D-257.

*Present address: Space Science Laboratory, University of
California, Berkeley, Calif.' Quoted in the paper by B.E.J. Pagel, Hon. Hot. R. Astron.
Soc. 119, 609 (1959); and private communication.

for such an associative-detachment process is estimated
to be of the order of 10 ' cm' sec '. A calculation of the
rate coefficient using the recent complex potential curves
for H2

—ion has been carried out elsewhere. ' The purpose
of the present paper is not to calculate the rate coeS-
cient but rather to study the details of the cross section
for the production of H2 in various vibrational and
rotational states in associative detachment over a
signiGcant energy range, including the very low-energy
region. Ke will confine our study to the case where
both H and H are initially in their ground states.
A brief account of this work was presented recently
at the Leningrad conference. ' Collisional detachment
for the (H,H ) system will be considered elsewhere.

Our approach to the problem is based on the theory
of atomic collisions with negative ions recently' formu-
lated by one of us.4 The basic physical picture upon
which the theory is formulated can be summarized as
follows: For a given set of initial states of atom A and
ion S, there exists a real interaction potential for A
and S at large internuclear separation R. This inter-
action potential splits into several components (accord-
ing to the net resultant angular momentum along the
internuclear axis, spin multiplicities, etc.) due to a
strong local electric Geld created along the internuclear
axis as A and S approach each other with their elec-
tronic states gradually merging into that of the negative
molecular ion AS . There is a correspondence between
the components of the interaction potential and the
electronic states of the AS ion. Along each component
of the interaction potential there may exist a region of
internuclear separation within which the interaction
potential along this component is complex, resulting
from the fact that the corresponding electronic state of
AS is unstable with respect to electron emission.
Such a region where the potential is complex is charac-
teristic of the system and of the electronic state which
corresponds to the particular component of the potential
in question. As A and 8 approach into these complex
potential regions, electron emission may result and
cause the interaction system (A,B ) to decay into some

' A. Dalgarno and J. C. Browne, Astrophys J. 149, 231 (.1967).
s J. C. Y. Chen and J. L. Peacher, in Proceedings of the Fifth

International Conference on the Physics of 8/ectronic and Atomic
Collision (Publishing House "Nanna, " Leningrad, USSR, 1967),
p. 335.' J. C. Y. Chen, Phys. Rev. 156, 12 (1967}.
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=—Q(27+1)(1—~PJ'" '& ~'} (1.4)

with

where a is the relative wave number of H and H and
I'g is the survival probability against detachment of the
electron during the collision encounter. Since for the
(H,H ) system of interest the two modes of interaction
do not cross each other, the over-all total electron-
detachment cross section is simply the algebraic sum of
contributions coming from both modes of interaction,

—~D (~&+eD (a & (1.6)

It is clear from Eq. (1.4) that, if the imaginary parts of
the interaction are switched off, the survival probability
becomes unity (since f'~&"'& becomes zero) and the
electron-detachment cross section becomes zero. The
detachment cross section is also bounded for each
partial wave by the geometric cross section, i.e.,

o.g' "&(22+1)s./»' (1.7)

' J. C. Y. Chen and J.L. Peacher, Phys. Rev. 167, 30 (1968).' J.N. Bardsley, A. Herzenberg, and F.Mandl, Proc. Phys. Soc.
I'London) S9, 305 (1966).

molecular states of the AB molecule lying below, giving
rise to the process of associative detachment.

For the (H,H ) system of interest here with both H
and H in their ground state, the interaction potential
for H and H asymptotically lies below that for two
ground-state H atoms by an amount corresponding to
the electron aflinity of H (0.755 eV). At smaller inter-
nuclear separations, the interaction potential splits into
the uegerude and gerade modes, corresponding to the
'Z„+ and 'Z,+ H2 states, respectively. The two modes
of interaction cross the potential curve of the ground
'Z,+ state of the H2 molecule with a continuum electron.
Thus when H and H come closer than the crossing
internuclear separation in the ungerade (or gerade)
mode, the interaction potential becomes complex due
to conlguration interaction with the Hs+e continuum.
This leads to electron emission and the decay of the
interaction system (H,H ) into some bound state of
H2 lying below, giving rise to the process of associative
detachment.

Recently the complex interaction potential for H
and H in both the ungerade and gerade modes were
determined. "Utilizing this interaction potential, the
cross section for total detachment in each partial wave
can be easily calculated by solving the nuclear Schro-
dinger equation for the imaginary parts of the nuclear
phase shift i'~& ' and 1~«& in the ungerade and gerade
modes, respectively. The total cross section for electron
detachment in each mode, irrespective of the Anal state
of the nuclei, is

0&(~ g&=Pe&(~, g&

J

The maximum geometric cross section can be reached
if the imaginary phase shift becomes very large (ap-
proaches in6nity) so that the survival probability be-
comes essentially zero.

To calculate speci6cally the cross section for associa-
tive detachment the matrix elements between the
scattering and associative-detachment channels must
be evaluated explicitly. One then encounters the cum-
bersome electronic matrix elements which cannot be
simply evaluated with desired accuracy. Since the im-
aginary interaction potential is related to the electronic
matrix elements, an estimation of the electronic matrix
elements can be made from the known values of the im-
aginary potential. In the present work, however, we
elect to determine the electronic matrix elements semi-
empirically from the measured cross section for disso-
ciative attachment, the reverse process of associative
detachment.

After a brief review of the expression for the cross
section of associative detachment and some qualitative
features of the complex interaction potential, the semi-
empirical procedure for the determination of the
electronic matrix elements is outlined in Sec. II. Calcu-
lation of these matrix elements is carried out in Sec. III
in which the measured cross section for dissociative
attachment is utilized. ' ' Having determined the elec-
tronic matrix elements, the associative-detachment cross
section for the production of a stable molecule in some
speci6ed rotational and vibrational state is then
calculated. The results are presented in graphic form.
Finally, in Sec. IV some concluding remarks are given.

II. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION

A. Exyression for the Cross Section

The total cross section for associative detachment
is a sum of the partial cross sections for the production
of the residual molecule in specific sets of vibrational
and rotational states (et-) resulting from electron
detachment.

AD ~ AD

vL
(2.1)

~1. i~&~&1.+i
Ke now write

AD- ~ AD

l

(2.2)

(2.3)

where the 1 sum is left unrestricted and the sum over J
in obtaining 0-~„1. has been carried out in accordance

7 D. Rapp, T. E. Sharp, and D. D. Briglia, Phys. Rev. Letters
14, 533 (&965).

s G. J. Schulz and R. K. Asundi, Phys. Rev. 158, 25 (1967).' J. C. Y. Chen and J. L. Peacher, Phys. Rev. 163, 10$ (1967),

The partial cross section o-„l.~D consists of a sum over
each partial wave J of H and H and a sum over each
partial wave l of the detached electron. Since the total
angular momentum of the reaction system must be
conserved, we have the selection rule'
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., ( &(r.,L)=—P, &- &(R,)G...(u, g g), (2.5)

where p&&"& and pi«& are related to the absolute square
of the electronic matrix elements for associative detach-
ment resulting from the ungerade and gerade modes of
interaction, respectively. The weak dependence of the
p's on the vibrational states of Hp is suppressed. The
Gi, l. functions are restricted sums over nuclear overlap
integrals (between the continuum nuclear wave function
of H and H and the vibrational nuclear wave function
of Hp) with appropriate coefficients for each contribu-
ting J partial wave.

Symmetry consideration with respect to interchange
of nuclei in the homonuclear case such as H2 and D2
leads to a further constraint in parity matching between
L and J.For associative detachment resulting from the
ungerade mode of interaction, the participating nuclear
states J and L must have opposite parity; for the gerade
mode of interaction, on the other hand, J and L have
the same parity. This further resticts the J sum in the
Gi„l, functions. Thus for the detachment of an s-wave
(1=0) electron, ' we have

Gp, r, (u ~ g) =0,
Go i(g~ g) =ul (x I

&i"&)I'p '"'"
and for a p wave (/= 1) electron

(2.6)

Gi i(u~ g) =uCi+~l (x 14+i'"')I" '""""'
+„c, , I (x„l g, , - ) I

p- «-i'"' (2.7)

Gg„z,(g~g)=0, etc.,

where p, is the reduced mass, the X„'s and &'s are the
vibrational and continuum nuclear wave functions re-
spectively, and the l's are the imaginary parts of the
nuclear phase shift. The CL,+i are related to the Clebsch-
Gordan coeScient

trLal 1 L)p
Ci+i= C2(L+1)+1)I

!(o0 oi
(2.8)

with the selection rule
I Eq. (2.2)). This allows us to

examine the distribution of r„L,~D in terms of the partial
wave I of the detached electron.

The partial cross section for electron detachment into
the partial wave / in the case of H and H is

o i„r,"n= i&a~~ "&(lp, evenL)+ ~~ p.~n &'& (lp, oddL), (2.4)

where the superscripts (1) and (3) denote the spin
multiplicities of the nuclei and the coeKcients ~ and 4
are the statistical weights. Assuming that the electronic
matrix elements are slowly varying functions of the
internuclear separation so that their dominant contri-
butions come at the equilibrium internuclear separation
E., of the ground '2,+ state of H&, the cross section may
be written as

Xsin ~in+I nqF(Rp))Pi + Eg(R')dR', (2.10)

and at the left-hand side of the turning point

J(R) dye&(R)
—1/p

Xexp —
I
—nest (Rp))'I' — Ez(R') dR', (2.11)

with

Kg(R) = {2@LE—ug(R)+z-', P(R)))'"

ug (R)= V(R)+ (J+-')'/(2uR')

(2.12)

(2.13)

Q J'(Rp) = z pp,

dp(R) dug(R)-' 'i'
Z2

dE. dE. g
(2.14)

where g is a normalization constant, and where 0.~
arises from the imaginary part of the potential in
matching with the Airy-function solution at the turning
point Eo.

Examining Eq. (2.10), it is clear that tz(R) satisfms
the usual asymptotic expression

where

$j(R) - x '(sinKR ',J'&r+&&g), ——

'&&J 8J+Zl J

(2.15)

(2.16)

is the complex phase shift. Because of this imaginary
part of the phase shift, the asymptotic amplitude of
oscillation for either the real or imaginary part of ]~ is
proportional to the exponential of lz, i.e., exp(tz)
This can be seen by writing Eq. (2.15) as

Re(gq(R)) —g ' cosh/ J sin(IVER —
p Jpr+B~), (2.17)

Im(P(R)} & x
—' sinhf~ cos(xR ,'Jvr+bg). ——(2.18)

B. Damped Continuum Wave Function

The continuum nuclear radial wave functions $g are
solutions of the equations (in atomic units)

O' J(J+1)—+ +2ut.L—l'-, .(R)+ ppT', .(R))
dF E.

x~&&- &(R) =o, (2.9)

where the complex potentials V~——2il"„and V,—~iF',
for the ungerade and gerade modes of interaction be-
tween H and H are represented by the lowest 'Z„+
and 'Z,+ states of H2, respectively. Because of the
presence of the imaginary interaction, the &q&" '&'s are
damped waves resulting from electron emission.

We solve Eq. (2.9) by the JWKB approximation. The
proper solution for P at the right-hand side of the
turning point Ro is

$g(R) = J&&'KJ(R) '"
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Fro. 2. The imaginary parts I' (R) and I'g (R) of the interaction
potential between the ground states of H and H obtained from
Ref. 10.
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C. Complex Interaction Potential

The complex interaction potential for H and H
in both the ungerade and gerade modes were recently
determined semiempirically by us. ' A comparison of
the result with previous calculations' was also dis-
cussed there. This potential is given by the following
expressions:

V„(R)=0.5{exp{—1.7773 (R—2.33))—2 exp{—0.88865 (R—2.33))), (2.19)

1'„(R)=3.08 exp{—0.386(R—0.9)'), (2.20)

V, (R)= 57 exp{—1.4886R}, (2.21)

F,(R)= 1.16 exp{—0.28(R—1.2)'), (2.22)

where both the V's and F's are in units of electron volts
and R is in units of the Bohr radius ao. A plot of the
potential is given in Figs. 1 and 2. For the purpose of
discussion the lowest 'Z,+ and 3Z„+ states of the H~
molecule" are also included in Fig. i.

Utilizing the complex interaction, the continuum
radial wave function gg(R) can be easily calculated.
The cross section for associative detachment can then
be evaluated if the electronic factor Bg&" g& is known.
As mentioned in the Introduction, we proposed to
deduce the p's from the measured cross section for dis-

+ &.Kolos and L. +olnicwicz, J. Chem, Phys. 43, 2429 (1965),

I s I i I e I t I

0 l.O 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0
INTERNUCLEAR SEPARATION R (0,)

Fro. 1. The real parts V„(R) and Vg(R) of the interaction
potential between the ground states of H and H together with
the potential curves of the residual H2 molecule with an asymptotic
continuum electron. The curves are obtained from Refs. 10 and
11, respectively.

Numerically it is therefore more convenient to in-
corporate the survival probability factor exp( —2{'g)
Lsee Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8)) into $g.

sociative attachment in the (e,Hs) system. It should be
noted that in the g

—+ g dissociative-attachment cross
section, some structure around an incident electron
energy of about 10 eV was observed by Schulz. "
Recent measurements by Rapp et al. ~ with higher reso-
lution does not reproduce the previously observed dip
in the (e,Hs) case. Such a dip was nevertheless observed
by Rapp ef a/. "for dissociative attachment in the (e,HD)
and (e,Ds) isotope systems. Since the gerade mode of
the complex potential adopted here for the g

—+ g inter-
action is a phenomenological potential, ' we do not
expect it to account for the observed structure.

We choose to deduce the electronic factor p~«& from
the dissociative-attachment cross section for the (s,Hs)
system measured by Rapp et al.' Consequently the
details of this structure will not be considered explicitly.
Ke note that further structures have been observed in
the g

—+ g dissociative-attachment cross section above
about 11 eV of the incident electron. "This may be due
to the coupling of the 2Z,+H2 state with a closed-
channel resonant state of H2 . Such a mechanism has
been discussed elsewhere. "We will not consider these
structures in the present investigation.

D. Electronic Matrix Element

The square of the electronic matrix elements pq&~& and
P~«& can be determined semiempirically by matching
the theoretical cross section with the observed cross
section for dissociative attachment. The thermal aver-
aged dissociative-attachment cross section with an ap-
propriate allowance for the energy distribution of the
experimental electron beam is given for the (e,Hs)
sy' stem by

Og)g (E T) — D(E E)0'gjQ&" gl (E,T)dE, (2.23)

with
pt(~, gl

og&g&"'&(E,T)= p{ g +3 g )2~.J.(2L,+1)
gP. v even 1~ odd L

XG~.r, (g ~ I, g) exp{—(c„+er)jET}, (2.24)

"G. J. Schulz, Phys. Rev. 1D, 816 (1959)."J.T. Dowell and T. E. Sharp (to be published).
"See Sec. I+.2 in Ref. 4.,
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Fro. 3. The electronic factor pI(E) (which is related to the
absolute square of the electronic matrix element) for the transition
between the 'Z, + H2 state with a continuum electron and the
'Z„+ H2 state deduced semiempirically from the g —+ N dissocia-
tive-attachment cross section in the (e,H2) system as observed
by Schulz and Asundi (Ref. g).

where Z ' is the partition function of the H2 molecule,

k; and f(.„L, are the wave numbers of the incident electron
and dissociating H and H, and D(E,E) is the energy
distribution function of the electron beam.

The expression for o.D~ &" '& given by Eq. (2.24) is valid
for a given partial wave jt' of the incident electron. In
order to compare the theoretical cross section given by
Eq. (2.23) with measurements, one must sum Ir~»&" '&

over all the contributing partial waves of the inci-
dent electron. This then makes the determination of the
P's very diff&cult. We approximate Eq. (2.24) by taking
1=1 and 0 and then define an averaged electronic
factor pi&"& and pI&&'& for the ungerade and gerade cases,
respectively. This is basically a lowest-partial-wave

approximation which should be good at low incident-
electron energy since the leading waves are p and s
waves for the g ~ N and g ~ g dissociative attachment,
respectively. Deviations from this approximation will

then appear in the semiempirical pi&"& and p, «&.

I
'

I
' I

' I '
I

' l '
I
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I0.8—
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eII 0 5
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FIG. 5. The reduced cross section for the g
—+ u dissociative at-

tachment in the (e,H2) system obtained by unfolding the mea-
sured cross section of Schulz and Asundi (Ref. g) with a beam
width of 0.1 eV. The curves labelled HD and D2 are the calculated
dissociative-attachment cross section using the semiempirical P~
(Fig. 3) deduced from the (e,HI) system.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The electronic factors Pi&"& and PII«& are obtained by
fitting the theoretical cross section Ir»~&" '&(E,T) with
the observed cross section of the (e,Hs) system at room
temperature T= 300 K with appropriate distribution
functions D(E,E) which characterize the electron beams
used by Schulz and Asundi' and by Rapp et al. ' for the

g
—+ N and g

—+ g dissociative attachments, respectively
(see Appendix). The electronic matrix elements so

I l I t I j I

(g g)
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8a~
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~ 08
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Lal
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C/7

g 0.6
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4J
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I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
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l2.0

FIG. 4. The electronic factor po(E) (which is related to the abso-
lute square of the electronic matrix element) for the transition be-
tween the 'Z, + H2 state with a continuum electron and the 'Zg+
H2 state deduced semiempirically from the g —+ g dissociative-
attachment cross section in the (e,H2) system observed by Rapp
et aI (Ref. 7). .

FIG. 6. The reduced cross section for the g —+ g dissociative at-
tachment in the (e,HI) system obtained by unfolding the mea-
sured cross section of Rapp e$ al. (Ref. 8) with a beam width of
0.3 eV. The curves labelled HD and D2 are the calculated dis-
sociative-attachment cross section using the semiempirical Po
(Fig. 4) deduced from the (e,HI) system.
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repulsive potential to be in the complex-potential region
for electron emission. Thus at such a low-energy region
only the ungerade mode of interaction is of importance.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have examined the energy dependence of the
partial cross section for the production of residual H2
molecules in various vibrational and rotational states
in associative detachment. The gross features of the
calculated cross section can be understood based on the
present theory of associative detachment. 4" The cross
section becomes very large only at extremely low rela-
tive energy of H and H . Unfortunately, there are no
detailed experimental measurements reported in the
literature for comparison. A wealth of information could
be obtained experimentally by measuring the energy
and angular distributions of the detached electron. At
relative energies of H and H below the detachment
potential of the negative H ions, detailed information
concerning the distribution of the residual molecular
states can be simply deduced by measuring the electron
energy distribution. The contribution to associative
detachment from the ungerade and gerade modes of
interaction can, with the help of the selection rules, ' be
resolved by measuring the angular distribution of the
detached electron.

One of the important features in associative detach-
ment is the production of "hot" residual molecules,
even at low temperatures. From the present calculations
it is observed that higher vibrational and rotational
states are more likely to be populated than the lower
ones. Thus, associative detachment provides a mecha-
nism for generating an inverted population, a phenome-
non of great practical interest in connection with laser
construction. An interesting system to investigate is

0 +CO —+ COs*+e.

Here the residual CO2 molecule may participate in
three diferent modes of vibration. Crude geometrical
considerations seem to indicate that the process of
associative detachment is more likely to populate the
asymmetrical mode of vibration than the other two

' Since the work was completed a paper by A. Herzenberg has
been published (Phys. Rev. 160, 80 (1967)] which contains
similar theoretical results as those in Ref. 4. Also, it contains a
qualitative discussion on the behavior of the associative-detach-
ment cross section which is consistent with the results presented
in the present paper. However, no detailed calculations were
reported there.

APPENDIX APPARENT THRESHOLD
BEHAVIOR

It perhaps is worthwhile to mention that for processes
with a threshold such as dissociative attachment, the
measured apparent threshold behavior appears to rise
less rapidly than the actual threshold behavior under
the simple inhuence of the experimental beam width.
This is because a constant normalization for the beam
distribution is usually used in the experiment. This con-
stant normalization is, however, not the natural one to
use near the threshold as shown in Fig. 12(a), where

(Ol fbi

THRESHOLD

ENERGY
THRESHOLD

ENERGY

ELECTRON ENERGY E

F&G. 12. Schematic diagram of the beam spread in
connection with the threshold behavior.

only a shaded portion of the beam distribution may con-
tribute to the process. By dividing the scattered current
by the complete area of the beam width one would make
the threshold behavior proportionally smaller than it
should be. As the mean energy 8 of the beam moves
away from the threshold to the higher-energy side, the
normalization becomes a constant as soon as the
spread of the beam width does not significantly overlap
with the threshold energy as shown in Fig. 12(b). Since
the threshold energy of the process under measurement
is usually' unknown prior to the measurement, a con-
stant normalization is therefore usually used. Caution
should then be exercised in examining the threshold
behavior.

remaining (symmetrical) modes of vibration in COs.
The very high vibrational states of COs (or H, ) lying
above the asymptotic limit of 0 and CO (or H and H )
are, however, not accessible to the associative detach-
ment due to the energy limitation. Also of interest is
the process of associative ionization,

A+B*—+ AB++e,

involving a metastable atom or molecule 8*.
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